
The cerebellum

Remember the amnesia patient who didn’t want to shake her doctors hand the 
day after he shook her hand with a tack in it?

Her hippocampus wasn’t working properly, but her cerebellum was in tact.

➢ The cerebellum is involved in 
processing implicit memories.

➢ This dual processing system 
helps to explain infantile 
amnesia.

➢ Many of the motor skills 
that we use throughout life 
were learned in the first 3 
years of life.

➢ The hippocampus (necessary 
for explicit memory) is one 
of the last brain structures 
to mature.



Synaptic Changes and storage
• Memories begin as impulses whizzing through the brain 

circuits, leaving a semi-permanent trace.
– The more a memory is utilized, the more potential 

strength that neuron has, called long-term potentiation.

• This is the neural basis for learning and 
remembering associations.

• The more you utilize specific brain cells, the 
longer they last.

• If you practice your foreign language and 
not algebra, you will better remember the
foreign language. 

This stuff gets super 
complicated…lets keep it simple 
for now



Stress and Memory

• Stress sets the stage for 
memory by triggering the 
release of the hormone 
glucose.  These stress 
hormones alert the brain to 
important events.

• (Similar to the idea of 
Flashbulb Memory.)

• However, new research is 
suggesting the stress may 
limit memory of fine details.





Retrieval

How do we recall the information we 
thought we remembered?

Lets Jog Our Memory!!!!!!!



Recall versus Recognition
I probably cannot recall the 
Smurfs, but can I recognize 

them?

Clumsy Smurf or Inept Smurf

Papa Smurf  or Daddy Smurf

Lazy Smurf or Lethargic Smurf

Handy Smurf or Practical Smurf

Brainy Smurf or Intellectual Smurf



Retrieval Cues
• Things that help us 

remember by 
activating our memory

•We often use a 
process called priming
(the activation of 
associations in our 
memory) to help us 
retrieve information.

The wakening of 
associations 

– William James


